Siebren Versteeg: Daily Times (Performer) DePaul Art Museum 21 Apr 2017. Siebren Versteegs response has been to partially automate his process. He develops software to create paintings by simulating brushwork and Images for Siebren Versteeg Siebren Versteeg White Flag 2010. Digital print and polycarbonate fluorescent unit.


ICA Next Meets Siebren Versteeg - Institute of Contemporary Art. Siebren Versteeg. In Fall semester 2009, USFs first Tom and Patricia Kennedy Artist in Residence was the internationally known Siebren Versteeg. Born in New Small Editions — Siebren Versteeg Exhibition. Siebren Versteeg (American, b. 1971) mines online mass media and commercial databases to investigate our image-saturated world, a world in Siebren Versteeg Video Data Bank Can paint and technology coexist? Artist Siebren Versteeg poses the question with his Eternal Reflections exhibition at bitforms gallery, New York. Siebren Versteeg - Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg Image Transfer: Pictures in a Remix Culture. Featuring the work of artists who freely adopt and adapt materials from myriad sources such as the Internet. Siebren Versteeg (@nihil_diamond) • Instagram photos and videos Siebren Versteeg biography and art for sale. Buy art at exclusive members only pricing at the leading online contemporary art marketplace. SIEBREN VERSTEEG - FRINGE PROJECTS Siebren Versteegs “Middle Ages” is a new take on an old tale: Narcissus at the pond, gazing at his reflection, struck and stuck by his own beauty. Three crude. Siebren Versteeg: Subversive Art - YouTube Siebren Versteeg was born in New Haven, CT, and lives and works in New York. Siebren Versteeg Turns His Computer Into Paintings Terminator. 21 Jan 2015. Coder-hacker-artist Siebren Versteeg makes art that is uniquely tied to our digital age. By generating paintings untouched by a brush and Siebren Versteeg Archives - Hyperallergic Browse all products in the Siebren Versteeg category from Small Editions. Siebren Versteeg at Michael Jon & Alan - Art Viewer 26 Jan 2012 - 50 min - Uploaded by Chicago Humanities FestivalArtist Siebren Versteeg, whom New York Magazine called every Harry Potter-- loving/Hackers . Siebren Versteeg - Art in America With Code as His Medium, Siebren Versteeg Programs Art - Artsy Siebren Versteeg critically engages with the distribution of images and information in our digital culture, and is known for his interventions into Internet-based. Siebren Versteeg: LIKE II (2016) Michigan Radio Find the latest shows, biography, and artworks for sale by Siebren Versteeg. Siebren Versteeg mines the digital realm for content, hacking and manipulating s… Siebren Versteeg: Reflection Eternal - Facebook Siebren Versteeg @Bitforms. By Loring Knoblauch / In Daybook / May 12, 2017. Letting algorithms scrape feeds and add gestures. Siebren Versteeg at Bitforms. Siebren Versteeg: Artist Portrait on Vimeo Siebren Versteegs practice critically engages the systems used for disseminating images in our culture, as well as with the technology used to create them. Siebren Versteeg - Kennedy Visiting Artist - School of Art & Art. In Siebren Versteegs LIKE II (2016), a computer painting program creates a composition using a continuously changing algorithm, and then runs a periodic. Siebren Versteeg Artists USF Graphicstudio Institute for . bitforms gallery presents Reflection Eternal, our debut solo exhibition by New York-based artist Siebren Versteeg. The exhibition will be on view from April Siebren Versteeg - Artists at No Longer Empty 2176 Followers, 1183 Following, 767 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Siebren Versteeg (@nihil_diamond) Siebren Versteeg - Bitforms Gallery ? A Conversation with Siebren Versteeg - Hirshhorn Museum and . 2 May 2017. Read THE DAILY PIC on Siebren Versteeg at Bitforms: His software makes paintings as good—or bad—as the ones the art world loves. Siebren Versteeg at Michael Jon & Alan - Artforum International 2, featuring a meet-and-greet with artist Siebren Versteeg. This program will precede a musical performance by Versteeg as King Pong, as well as video Siebren Versteeg - Collaborators - Independent Curators International Siebren Versteeg at Michael Jon & Alan. October 6, 2016. Versteeg_The Maker & the Made_A_Temepra, welded steel, concrete, mixed media, 2-. Artist: Siebren Siebren Versteeg Visit us today 10 am–5 pm. Plan Your Visit · Campus Expansion · Blog · AK Café · Join · Visit. Visit AK. Plan Your Visit · Hours & Admission · Getting Here · ?Searching for Aesthetic in the Technological Rift – Siebren Versteeg. ABOUT SIEBREN VERSTEEG: Siebren Versteeg (b. 1971) holds a Masters of Fine Arts from University of Illinois at Chicago and a Bachelors of Fine Arts from Siebren Versteeg Artist Bio and Art for Sale Artspace Siebren Versteeg. Multi-media artist Siebren Versteeg often writes a code, goes to bed, and wakes in the morning to see what the computer created overnight.